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Little Troopers at School Virtual Roadshow 

Facilitator Notes 

• The two hour workshop is pre-recorded, you can pause when you like

Section 
(approximate 

timings) 

Resources / support needed Detail 

Start The children should be seated where they can see the screen. 

Introduction 

5 minutes 

The session will start with a short introduction from Louise Fetigan, founder of Little 
Troopers. She will then hand over to Damo & Victoria who will run the rest of the 
session. 

Warm-up 

15 minutes 

Teacher / TA to encourage children to take part. Damo and Victoria will encourage the children to stand-up and spread out to take part 
in a physical warm-up. 

Military 
Role Play 

25 minutes 

Resources required (please download/print these 
prior to the session) 

- Role-play pack (sent as a download). These
resources will need to be printed and cut out in
advance. You may wish to laminate some of
them.

The children will be invited to sit down following the end of the previous activity. 

• This is a taster session from a lesson in our Primary School Resource Pack.
• The aim of the session is for children to have the opportunity to think about what

their grown-up does at work.

http://www.littletroopers.net/
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The children will be given ten minutes to run their 
own role-play activity at the end of this section – 
facilitated by school teaching staff. 

Depending on how many children you have in the 
session, you may wish to split them into groups OR 
you might invite a few children to volunteer to come 
and demonstrate and the other children can watch 
and offer suggestions to them, facilitated by their 
teacher. 

The session will run as follows: 

• choose which Role play you'd like to do, Damo and Victoria will transport the 
children to one of three imaginary scenarios on screen:

1) An Army guardroom 2) Inside an RAF helicopter 3) On a Navy submarine.

The children will then be given ten minutes to try doing this themselves. During this 
time the screen will appear to be paused, allowing the teaching staff to take over 
and facilitate the activity. If more time is needed, pause and continue when you are 
ready.

Superhero 
Session 

30 minutes 

Worksheets required (please download/print 
these prior to the session) 

- Superhero drawing worksheet
- Superhero powers worksheet
- Pencils for drawing and writing

There will be pauses for teaching staff to hand out 
the worksheets. It would be helpful if you could also 
circulate around the students and support them with 
the two worksheet activities.  

If your school has any superhero costumes then you 
are welcome to use them. Otherwise, we will be 
getting the children to dress in imaginary superhero 
clothing.  

• This is a taster session of ‘week five’ from our Military Child Wellbeing Course.
• The aim of the session is for the children to think about everyday things that

make them ‘’super’. They should end the session feeling confident and proud of
their unique abilities.

Children are encouraged to stay standing for the first part of this activity. 

The session will run as follows: 

• Listening to music and imagining ourselves as superheroes.

• The children will be asked to draw themselves as superheroes using the
worksheets provided. We will pause to allow the children to do this.

• The children will be asked to think about and list their everyday superpowers.
We will pause to allow the children time to do this

• The children will end the session by standing up and doing their best
‘superhero stance’.

http://www.littletroopers.net/
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Break 
5 minutes 

BREAK BREAK 

Storytelling 

20 minutes 

Resources required (please download/print these 
prior to the session) 

- Individual storybook for each child

- Two storytelling worksheets (Please print these 
prior to the session)

- Crayons / colouring pencils for drawing

The children will be now be invited to sit and listen to a story written by Little Troopers 
resident author.  

It is a story about a military child who has recently moved house. 

• After the story, Damo & Victoria will encourage the children to think about the
emotions the protagonist felt.

• They will then be asked to think about how they might feel or have felt in a
similar situation.

• The children will be asked to complete two worksheets which involve a
combination of colouring-in and drawing. You may wish to put the crayons /
pencils on tables or hand them out for the children to complete the activity on
the floor.

Quiz 

10 minutes 

The session will end with a fun quiz where the children are asked easy questions that 
relate to the session. Children will be asked to shout-out the answers – there isn’t any 
need for them to write them down. 

Mindfulness 

5 minutes 

A short, guided body scan/mindfulness moment for the children to close. 

End 

5 minutes 

Teaching staff to hand out certificates if you are 
using

Damo & Victoria will wrap-up the workshop and say goodbye! 

http://www.littletroopers.net/
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We hope you enjoyed the course! 
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MILITARYMILITARY
My

life

Written by Donna David





Monday

The lorry came today.  All of my things are packed 

up in boxes and we all slept on mattresses on the 

floor last night.  I couldn’t find my favourite hoodie 

this morning so I had to put on a really itchy one.  

Mum says it will turn up.  I hope so!  

I spent all day watching the removal team moving 

boxes to the lorry.  I was in charge of handing out 

the biscuits.  We got through two whole packets!  

Tyrone and Millie came to say bye to me.  

 They brought me a card and a photo 

of the three of us in a frame for my new 

bedroom.  
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Tuesday

After the removal lorry left last night, we had to drive 

for FOUR HOURS to get to our new town.  We spent 

last night in a hotel.  I couldn’t sleep because Dad 

kept snoring but also because I was super excited to 

see our house!   

The new house looks strange with nothing in it.   

The curtains are GROSS and the carpet is a weird 

colour but the garden is huge and there’s a park 

right at the end of the street so it’s not all bad.   

We’ve put up our beds and we found some plates 

so we could have a take away tonight.  The photo of 

me, Millie and Tyrone is on my window will.  We’re 

pulling really silly faces.   
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Wednesday

Today we walked to my new school.  It’s a fifteen 

minute walk from my house.  I had butterflies in my 

tummy the whole way.   

Mr Hill met us and showed us around.  He 

introduced me to my new class.  Everyone looked 

up at me when I walked into the classroom and I 

could feel my ears burning red. 

My new teacher, Mrs Redgrave, asked what my 

favourite subject is and when I said it was PE  

she said that’s lucky as she does LOADS of  

PE with her class.  I hope she wasn’t just  

saying that. 
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Thursday

Most of our boxes are unpacked now. 

We found my favourite hoodie and all my clothes 

are hung up in my wardrobe.  My new school 

uniform is there too.  It’s navy blue and 

it’s too big for me but Mum says I’ll 

grow into it.  I’ve got a new school bag 

and pencil case too.   I hope my new 

teacher will be nice.  I hope I make 

new friends quickly.  I hope I don’t 

get lost or do the wrong thing.   

Tomorrow is my first day.   

I don’t think I’ll sleep much tonight.  
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Friday
I LOVE my new school.  Mrs Redgrave said I could 

sit next to Orlando and he showed me around all 

day.  We were learning fractions in maths which 

I’m BRILLIANT at so I could help him.  Then Orlando 

helped me find where to go for play time.  We 

played football on the field and I scored twice!   

In the afternoon, we had science and we did a 

brilliant experiment where Mrs Redgrave made 

a volcano explode.  The lava went all over the 

classroom ceiling and everyone laughed! 

When I got home, Mum cooked our first meal in the 

house.  We had lasagne which is my favourite!   

I’m looking forward to my first weekend in the 

house.  I’m meeting Orlando at the park tomorrow 

and we’re going to play football again.  I can’t wait to 

tell Tyrone and Millie all about him! 

A
uthor: D

onna D
avid
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Storytelling worksheets
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MYMYSUPERHEROSUPERHERO
POWERS

1.1.

2.2.

3.3.
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MY
SUPERHERO

Name is

Draw yourselfas a superhero
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KS1 Role Play Plan

ROYAL AIR FORCE
Adult prompt sheet

The following notes provide a little background information 
to help you to interact, play and extend learning in your Royal 
Air Force role play area.
Explain to the children that you are going to be changing the 
area to a plane or helicopter, but a special one. 

Who has been on a plane? 
Who knows someone whose job it is to fly a plane or helicopter? 

Together brainstorm and write a list of things that could be 
included.

This provides an ideal opportunity to draw on the experiences 
of the military children. Use the shared writing opportunity to 
model direction, creating a list, rather than prose, thinking out 
loud as you ‘sound out’, and re reading to check for meaning. 

Once the list is made children can set about making props 
and labels as per their shared list. Working together in this 
way gives the military children an opportunity to be ‘experts’, 
allows for collaborative working, creativity and purposeful 
writing or mark making.

Use the labels in this pack to display as the area takes shape. 
By having the adult work with the children, the adult has the 
ideal opportunity to explain the radar displays and how areas 
can be used, what the equipment is for and set some informal 
ground rules. 

If the children are involved in this rule setting they will be 
more likely to take ownership of the play space  
and look after it.

Pre-flight - The day always starts with a Met (weather) Brief so the children can talk 
about and record the weather conditions. 

Ask them which weather conditions they think are more and less favourable for flying. 
The Met Brief also covers the flying programme for the day. It is called Flypro and the 
adult can help children decide who is flying with who, when, and in what aircraft.

This role play lends itself to outdoors, where you can put the children on a ‘Flypro’ 
and allocate them an ‘aircraft’ using chairs and crates. The planning takes place on 
the ground, so, using maps, children can plot waypoints and draw lines between 
them. Pilots then measure the distance between the waypoints and work out times, 
etc. Before walking to the aircraft they have to tell any crew members what will be 
happening then sign for the aircraft.

Flying - Once flying, pilots have to tell Air Traffic Control (ATC) everything that they 
are doing so children can make radio calls (they could pick their own callsigns, 
nicknames based on their own names) as they fly (walk) a route in the playground 
based on the maps they have drawn. They could wear badges, helmets, gloves, etc. to 
mimic being in the cockpit.

Selection - Pilots have to be medically fit for the job so medical selection can form 
a key part of the play. Sight and hearing have to be accurate but all your limbs have 
to be above and below certain measurements to make sure you will fit into aircraft! 
Measuring the play space you have created and then measuring children could 
be a fun maths activity to check if they can fit! You can measure height, sitting and 
standing, as well as leg length, etc.

Use the eye chart and see how far away they can read it. Children can then record the 
results and create medical charts.

Aptitude is equally important, hand eye coordination, memorising numbers and 
visualisation activities can be implemented. Patting their head, rubbing their tummy 
and tapping their feet at the same time would be a good test for helicopter pilot 
coordination; memorising numbers and then testing; for visualisation, children can 
provide a series of instructions for one another to follow to see if they can remember 
what they’ve been told.

Playing in this way will also provide many teaching and assessment 

opportunities.

• Do they use correct letter formation?

• Can they relate letter name to sound?

• Are numbers the correct orientation?

• Which digits can they confidently write?

• Can they write their own name?

• Can they measure with increasing accuracy?

• Aptitude tests can be based on memory games using numbers and objects, as well 

as basic problem solving, allowing for multiple assessment opportunities.

Possible props to make:

• Flight maps

• Weather symbols

• Name badges

• Helmets

• Radio systems

• Cockpit – Google some images of cockpits and make some dials and print some 

images off to stick on junk models

Dials to show speed, height, flight path

Suggested Additional Resources:

• Eye test charts

• Tape measures

• Walkie talkies

• Radio equipment, including speakers

• Crates, chairs, outdoor construction

• Maps and pencils

Ways to play and interact:

Planning by: pleasemissmummy.com
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KS1 Role Play Plan

RAF
Royal Air Force Contents

Labels and props to help you set up RAF 
role play in your learning environment.

Pack includes:

• Weather forecast planning

• Flypro recording sheet

• Eye test

• Eye test sign

• Maps sign

• Flight Path

• Design a badge

• Cockpit Views

• Measuring sheet

Planning by: pleasemissmummy.com



Little Trooper Squadron  
Royal aiR FoRce 

Today’s weather is

Date:                                               

Time:



Little Trooper Squadron  

FlyPRo 
Date:

Pilot 1:

Signature:

Pilot 2:
 
Signature:

 
Aircraft:

Weather conditions:
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Here are some cockpit views of RAF 
aircraft, you could make your own.

Royal Air Force Chinook helicopter

Royal Air Force  
plane cockpit   

Royal Air Force  
Fighter Jet

Image credit: defenceimagery.mod.uk
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